
 

 
 
 

US Customs Compliance Practice 
For over 40 years, our US Customs Compliance Practice has provided pragmatic and tailored advice to 
clients enabling them to implement effective compliance programs, maximize duty savings opportunities 
and respond to customs and other regulatory trade compliance and enforcement challenges.  Our 
practitioners also routinely work with colleagues in other disciplines and offices to help clients navigate 
legal complexities across practices and borders with ease. 

The following provides a brief overview of our practice.   

Counseling & 
Customs Planning 

 

Our professionals counsel clients in all aspects of customs law, including 
classification, valuation, country of origin marking, import restraints, duty 
preference and duty deferral programs and related matters.  We also help 
clients identify and manage compliance risk and implement effective internal 
controls.  Our representative engagements include:   

 Conducted a customs compliance review for a major US retailer to help it strengthen its internal controls over 
customs and trade matters, identify duty savings opportunities and meet its obligations under the US Customs 
and Border Protection (CBP) Importer Self-Assessment program (ISA). 

 Counseled clients in the oil & gas, pharmaceutical, apparel and consumer products industries in applying for 
membership in the voluntary CBP ISA and Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) programs 
and helped clients prepare for validations. 

 Prepared customs valuation studies on the acceptability of intercompany transfer prices for customs purposes 
for multinational clients in various industries. 

 Advised clients in the apparel and footwear industry on the development, implementation and audit of programs 
to utilize the “first sale” value for customs purposes.  

 Counseled a multinational high-technology company on the implementation of a duty drawback program; 
Helped a global pharmaceutical company obtain authorization to operate in Foreign Trade Subzones. 

 Counseled companies in the electronics, utility and building systems industries on sourcing and government 
procurement origin issues under the Buy American Act (BAA), Trade Agreements Act (TAA), American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) and other statutes and obtained favorable country of origin 
rulings for government procurement purposes. 

Representation in 
Enforcement 

Matters 

Our practitioners have extensive experience representing clients in 
government audits, investigations and other administrative and criminal 
customs enforcement proceedings.  We also represent clients before the US 
Court of International Trade and US Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit 
in customs and trade remedy matters.  Our representative engagements 
include: 

 Conducted internal assessments and investigations for numerous clients to identify potential compliance 
violations and, where appropriate, prepared voluntary self-disclosures. 

 Represented clients in CBP penalty investigations involving customs valuation issues (e.g., transfer pricing, 
intercompany royalties, assists, indirect payments, etc.), preference claims, classification issues and failure to 
deposit antidumping/countervailing duties.    
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 Represented clients in the food, pharmaceutical, textile & apparel and consumer products industries in CBP 
Focused Assessments, NAFTA Verifications, GSP and other government audits. 

 Assisted a US textile & apparel company overturn the results of a CBP NAFTA Verification of its Canadian 
affiliate, thereby shielding the company from penalties and preserving its investment in the NAFTA territory. 

 Represented US subsidiaries of a global science and technology company in civil and criminal customs fraud 
investigations conducted by CBP and US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).   

 Served as counsel of record in United States v. Nitek Electronics, Inc., a landmark decision by the US Court of 
International Trade regarding how US customs penalty cases are prosecuted by the Government.  

 Represented a materials science products manufacturer in a country of origin investigation conducted by the 
US General Services Administration (GSA) Office of Inspector General. 

 Represented a US tool manufacturer in a “Made in USA” investigation conducted by the US Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC). 

Multi-disciplinary / 
Multi-jurisdictional 
Representation & 
Advice 

Our attorneys routinely collaborate with colleagues in other practices and 
offices to deliver seamless advice on multi-disciplinary and multi-
jurisdictional issues, such as corporate restructurings, mergers and 
acquisitions; the intersection between transfer pricing and customs 
valuation; intellectual property licensing, etc.  Our representative 
engagements include: 

 Advocated on behalf of a global technology company to various customs administrations, including the US, EU 
and Japan, to obtain a favorable classification decision for the company’s productline at the World Customs 
Organization, resulting in lower duty rates for the Company’s products in many markets. 

 Advised a multinational automaker on the design and implementation of intercompany pricing practices and 
procedures that are consistent with customs requirements in multiple jurisdictions. 

 Conducted multi-jurisdictional M&A due diligence regarding customs, trade and licensing issues and advised on 
post-closing integration measures for a medical device manufacturer. 

 Advised a global entertainment company on the structuring of international license and distribution agreements 
to mitigate potential customs valuation liabilities.   

 Conducted a multi-jurisdictional trade compliance assessment, involving customs, export controls and anti-
corruption issues for a global manufacturing and trading company. 

 Advised various multinationals on non-tariff and tariff barriers imposed in emerging markets and alternative 
strategies for entry into those markets.   

 Represented a mulitinational life sciences company in customs audits involving intercompany transfer pricing 
adjustments in multiple jurisdictions and successfully defended the company in a CBP penalty action. 

 Conducted a multi-jurisdictional investigation for a global industrial equipment manufacturer of its affiliates for 
potential fraud in the undervaluation of the company’s imports into mutliple jurisdictions and advised on the 
appropriateness of remedial actions, including compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley requirements and relevant 
laws in non-US jurisdictions. 

We would be happy to discuss our capabilities with you further and how our team could add value to your 
business.    
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